**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:**

DEVICE CONFIGURATION PER EOT SPECIFICATION 113-26000-01

- Broadband isolation: > 32dB
- Peak transmission at 532nm: > 94%
- Clear aperture: 4mm
- Factory set at 22°C
- Broadband operating range: 500-595nm
- Torque required for clamp screw: 10.0 IN-LBS MAX

**DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS (INCH):**

- Surface finish: 1.6 RMS micron (63 micro inch)
- Third angle projection

---

**NOTICE OF PROPRIETARY RIGHTS:** The technical data and/or computer software embodied herein by Electro-Optics Technology Inc. Disclosure of this data to you is expressly conditioned upon your assent that it will be limited to use within your company or the Government, for noncompetitive purposes, it will be further restricted to be discussed, and that you will take affirmative measures to ensure such protections. Any contrary use is strictly prohibited without the prior written consent of Electro-Optics Technology, Inc. and would be violation of the Trade Secrets Act. Further, this information is exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act under section (b) of 5 USC 552.

**FINISH 1:**

- Material: [ENG]
- Matl: Assembly

**FINISH 2:**

- Surface finish: 1.6 RMS micron (63 micro inch)
- Third angle projection

**FINISH 1:**

- Finish: 1
- NAME: [EOT]
- DATE: 8/6/2018

**FINISH 2:**

- Finish: 2
- NAME: [EOT]
- DATE: 8/6/2018
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**APPROVED FOR MANUFACTURE**

- Electro-Optics Technology, Inc.

**ISO, 4mm, 500-595nm, BB**

**DRAWING NO.: 110-25045-0004-CID**

**REV:** 1
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**NAME DATE**

**DRAWN ZD 8/6/2018**

**CHKD ENG**

**DRAWN NO. SIZE**

**SCALE 3:2**

**SIGNATURE**